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Fast Scalable Image Restoration using Total
Variation Priors and Expectation Propagation
Dan Yao, Member, IEEE, Stephen McLaughlin, Fellow, IEEE, and Yoann Altmann, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a scalable approximate
Bayesian method for image restoration using Total Variation
(TV) priors, with the ability to offer uncertainty quantification.
In contrast to most optimization methods based on maximum
a posteriori estimation, we use the Expectation Propagation
(EP) framework to approximate minimum mean squared
error (MMSE) estimates and marginal (pixel-wise) variances,
without resorting to Monte Carlo sampling. For the classical
anisotropic TV-based prior, we also propose an iterative
scheme to automatically adjust the regularization parameter via
Expectation Maximization (EM). Using Gaussian approximating
densities with diagonal covariance matrices, the resulting method
allows highly parallelizable steps and can scale to large images for
denoising, deconvolution, and compressive sensing (CS) problems.
The simulation results illustrate that such EP methods can
provide a posteriori estimates on par with those obtained
via sampling methods but at a fraction of the computational
cost. Moreover, EP does not exhibit strong underestimation of
posteriori variances, in contrast to variational Bayes alternatives.

Index Terms—Variational inference, image restoration,
Expectation Propagation (EP), Expectation Maximization (EM),
hyperparameter estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE restoration, the recovery of an unknown true
image from its degraded measurement, is a fundamental

problem in modern image processing [1], [2]. It has numerous
applications in remote sensing [3], medical imaging [4],
astronomical imaging [5], defense and security [6], to name
a few. To cope with the ill-posed nature of image restoration,
a large number of image processing algorithms have been
proposed using the Bayesian formalism or penalty-based
formulations [7]–[9].

Bayesian image restoration often relies on different prior
models for the unknown image of interest. Among the broad
variety of existing image prior models [10]–[12], this work
focuses on priors promoting small image gradients, centered
around the classical Total Variation (TV) prior introduced in
[13], [14]. Although more advanced priors, such as priors
built using convolution neural networks [15]–[17], can provide
better image estimates, the TV prior model still offers practical
advantages. Being a local (Markovian) model, the prior can be
evaluated efficiently, i.e. without large matrix multiplication
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as when using wavelet/dictionary-based priors. When defined
using the ℓ1 or ℓ2 norm of image gradients, the TV prior
is log-concave. It also requires only a reduced number of
hyperparameters to be tuned and does not require to be trained
using external images. This makes TV-based image restoration
methods [18] appealing for applications where fast and flexible
restoration methods and reliable estimates are preferred over
high-quality image estimates.

While most image restoration methods aim to maximize
a penalised likelihood or a posterior distribution, they often
only provide point estimates and limited tools to assess the
uncertainties associated with the estimated images [19]–[21].
The classical approach to uncertainty quantification (UQ) a
posteriori when exact computation is not possible remains
Monte Carlo sampling. For high-dimensional images, efficient
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been
proposed over the last few years [22]–[26], in particular for
log-concave but non-smooth posteriors [25], [26], allowing
shorter chains to be used, with lower per iteration cost,
e.g. using variable splitting [27]. However, there is still
a widely held perception that scaling MCMC to modern
high-dimensional problems is not (yet) feasible for fast
inference [28]. The most popular alternative to sampling is
variational approaches [29], [30], which aim to approximate
the posterior distribution of interest by a more tractable
distribution whose moments are easier to compute. Variational
Bayes (VB) methods [31] are a classical family of tools used
in such cases, yet they can be difficult to implement when
likelihoods and priors are not conjugate. While VB methods
can efficiently approximate (marginal) posterior means, they
tend to underestimate marginal posterior variances and these
estimated quantities should be handled carefully within any
subsequent decision-making process.

Expectation Propagation (EP) [32], [33] is another
variational alternative to sampling, which has become a
popular approximation method for inference in large scale
statistical models. This family of algorithms provides efficient
solution to approximate Bayesian inference, and has recently
been applied to solve high-dimensional imaging problems
[34]–[37]. One of the key differences between EP and VB
is the form of the divergences to be minimized, which leads
to different approximate probability distributions. By choosing
approximations within the exponential family [38], EP can be
applied to wider sets of problems compared to VB. In contrast
to VB, EP tends to overestimate marginal variances and can
thus be used more reliably for uncertainty upper bounds in
decision-making [39], [40].

EP has recently been used in combination with gradient-
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based priors for tomographic image reconstruction [37].
However, the resulting EP method has several limitations.
Firstly, for an N dimensional image vector, it requires O(N4)
arithmetic operations per iteration to update the variance of
the approximating factor and it is limited to a sequential
update scheme, which prevents scalable inference for high-
dimensional imaging problems. In this work, a set of fast and
scalable EP methods, which only capture marginal (pixel-wise)
variances a posteriori, are proposed to solve high-dimensional
image restoration problems. It allows the use of a reduced
number of sequential EP updates, where furthermore most
steps can be implemented in a parallel fashion. This paper
first considers the ℓ1-TV prior, which allows the comparison
with existing MCMC and VB methods. Furthermore, as in
[37], we also show that our method can be used with more
aggressive (non-convex) gradient-based priors, e.g. spike-and-
slab prior, which tends to perform better than ℓ1-TV prior in
homogeneous regions denoising while preserving sharp edges.
Finally, for ℓ1-TV prior we illustrate how the proposed EP
method can be embedded within larger inference schemes.
More precisely, we introduce auxiliary variables, without
increasing significantly the computational footprint of EP, to
allow for the hyperparameter estimation via an Expectation
Maximization (EM)-like procedure.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold:
• A set of new scalable EP methods with convex and

non-convex gradient-based priors are proposed to solve
high-dimensional image restoration problems, including
denoising, non-blind deconvolution, and compressive
sensing (CS) reconstruction. These methods benefit from
closed-form expressions for most updates.

• We illustrate how the proposed EP method can be
used efficiently within larger inference schemes, e.g. to
estimate the hyperparameter of ℓ1-TV prior, despite only
capturing marginal variances a posteriori.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents an exact Bayesian model with three gradient-based
priors considered for image restoration. Section III proposes
the EP methods to perform approximate Bayesian inference.
Hyperparameter estimation is discussed in Section IV. Section
V evaluates the performance of the proposed EP methods
on high-dimensional image restoration problems. Conclusions
and further work are finally reported in Section VI.

II. BAYESIAN MODEL FOR IMAGE RESTORATION

The image restoration problems investigated in this work
consist of recovering, from the observation y ∈ RM , an
unknown image x ∈ RN which has been linearly transformed
by a known degradation operator H ∈ RM×N (M ≤ N )
and corrupted by additive noise. More precisely, using the
Bayesian formalism, we aim at providing a point estimate for
x (e.g. posterior mean) and pixel-wise a posteriori uncertainty
measures.

A. Likelihood

The observations in y = [y1, . . . , yM ]T are assumed to be
corrupted by independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance ξ and the mean of y
is Hx. The likelihood fy(y|Hx) can be expressed as

fy
(
y|Hx

)
=

M∏
m=1

N (ym;hmx, ξ) , (1)

where {hm}m=1,...,M are the rows of H. Different structures
of matrix H are considered in this work: (i) H = IN is the
identity matrix (image denoising problem), (ii) H ∈ RN×N

is a convolution matrix (image deconvolution problem), (iii)
H ∈ RM×N (M ≪ N ) is a sensing matrix in CS, such as
a random matrix with Gaussian i.i.d. entries or a subsampled
Paley-ordered 2D Hadamard matrix [41].

B. Image gradient-based priors

 

Fig. 1: Clique partitioning using the 4-neighbourhood structure. Two
edges within the subset Vk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) cannot share a vertex
(pixel). Each pixel is involved in four edges (one edge in each Vk).

In this work, we consider, as in [37], a set of prior
distributions based on the expected properties of the discrete
gradients of natural images. The gradients of a 2D gray
scale image x are defined as the difference between adjacent
pixels along the horizontal and vertical directions. To keep the
inference process scalable, we consider priors which can be
expressed as

fx
(
x|θ
)
∝

∏
(i,j)∈V

ϕ
(
xi − xj ;θ

)
, (2)

where V denotes the set of pairs of pixels that are direct
neighbours (with a 4-neighbourhood structure) and ϕ(·;θ) is a
positive function parameterized by θ. This factorization allows
each factor in (2) to only depend on two pixels, which in turn
enables efficient EP updates. Moreover, the set of cliques in V
can be partitioned into a four (disjoint) sets of cliques, denoted
by {Vk}k=1,2,3,4, such that each pixel appears at most once
in the list of pixel pairs in Vk,∀k. Using this partitioning as
illustrated in Fig. 1 and the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [42],
the prior in (2) is factorized as

fx
(
x|θ
)
=

1

C (θ)

4∏
k=1

ϕVk

(
x|θ
)
, (3)

where ϕVk
(x|θ) ∝

∏
(i,j)∈Vk

ϕ(xi − xj ;θ).
We consider three parametric functions for ϕ(·;θ), leading

to three gradient-based priors.
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ℓ1-TV prior: the first type of ϕ(·;θ) is given by

ϕ
(
xi − xj ;θ

)
= exp

(
−λ
∣∣xi − xj

∣∣) , (4)

where θ := λ ≥ 0 is a scalar hyperparameter, resulting in
fx(x|θ) in (3) being the classical anisotropic (ℓ1-norm) TV
prior. A convenient property of this gradient-based prior is that
it is log-concave (and thus unimodal), which, when combined
with the likelihood (1), makes the posterior distribution of x
log-concave. Note that (2) cannot be used directly to model
the isotropic TV-based prior.

In natural images, the gradients can present different (local)
distributions in homogeneous regions and at the boundaries of
objects. It can be difficult using the ℓ1-TV prior to recover
simultaneously sharp boundaries and large, textured regions.
For such tasks, it is preferable to use more aggressive i.e.
more informative and flexible distributions. In the following
we consider Gaussian mixtures, which leads to closed-form
EP updates and good performance in practice.

MoG2-TV prior: the second type of ϕ(·;θ) is constructed
using a mixture of two Gaussian (MoG2) profiles, i.e.

ϕ
(
xi − xj ;θ

)
= ωN

(
xi − xj ; 0, s

2
1

)
+ (1− ω)N

(
xi − xj ; 0, s

2
2

)
,

(5)

where θ := (ω, s21, s
2
2) includes three hyperparameters ω,

s1, and s2. Without loss of generality, we assume s1 >
s2 > 0. The first Gaussian term encodes the distribution
of the large image gradients expected at object boundaries,
while the second term represents the distribution of image
gradients within homogeneous regions (where image gradients
are expected to be smaller). The parameter ω ∈ (0, 1) controls
the prior fraction of small/large image gradients. The mixture
of more than two Gaussian distributions could also be used,
however it would introduce additional hyperparameters whose
setting would remain challenging.

BG-TV prior: the last type of ϕ(·;θ) considered is obtained
by letting s22 above tend to 0. In that case, ϕ(·;θ) reduces to
a Bernoulli-Gaussian (BG) mixture, whereby image gradients
are a priori either exactly zero, or Gaussian distributed, i.e.

ϕ(xi−xj ;θ) = ωN (xi−xj ; 0, s
2)+ (1−ω)δ(xi−xj), (6)

where θ := (ω, s2). Although this prior seems
very informative/restrictive, it only depends on two
hyperparameters, which can be easier to tune than those
involved in (5) and can be appropriate when the scene of
interest presents piece-wise constant intensity profiles [37].

C. Exact posterior distribution

Irrespective of the form of ϕ(·;θ) in (4) - (6), using
the factorization in (3) and the Bayes rule, the posterior
distribution of x conditioned on θ is given by

f
(
x|y,θ

)
=

fy
(
y|Hx

)
fx
(
x|θ
)∫

fy
(
y|Hx

)
fx
(
x|θ
)
dx

. (7)

Bayesian inference based on f(x|y,θ) is usually intractable
as the denominator in (7) is typically intractable. Although

sampling from the posterior is possible, in particular for the
ℓ1-TV prior where the posterior is log-concave [25], [43], it
remains challenging in high-dimensional settings, in particular
with the multimodal priors induced by (5) and (6).

D. Main principle of EP methods

EP is a family of methods to perform approximate Bayesian
inference. Its core idea is to find an approximation of
the posterior distribution f(x|y,θ). Firstly, f(x|y,θ) is
factorized into a set of factors

∏
l∈L fl(x) (L denotes a

finite index set), and then each factor is approximated by an
approximating distribution ql(x), i.e. ql(x) ≈ fl(x), ∀l ∈ L.
At convergence, the posterior approximation is obtained by
Q(x) =

∏
l∈L ql(x) and the moments of Q(x) are used

to approximate the moments (e.g. the mean and covariance
matrix) of the exact posterior distribution.

Different factorization schemes generally result in different
EP methods. In this paper, the novelty of the proposed
EP method lies in the factorization of the TV priors,
which induces a suitable factorization of the approximating
distribution, and the strategy to compute the parameters of
ql(x), as will be presented next.

E. Extended Bayesian model and EP posterior approximation

Although the posterior distribution in (7) could be directly
approximated by EP, we introduce a set of auxiliary variables
u for several reasons. First, it allows us to simplify the
description the update equations, irrespective of the form of
ϕVk

(x|θ) in the TV-based prior. Second, it allows the proposed
EP methods to be more scalable, enabling many updates
to be performed in parallel, leaving only a few sequential
updates despite the potentially large image size. Introducing
u and constraining its variational distribution also makes the
resulting EP methods more numerically stable, as will be
detailed in Section III. Finally, it allows a better approximation
of the posterior distribution of the image gradients, which in
turn allows a better estimation of the hyperparameters of the
ℓ1-TV prior, as will be illustrated in Section IV.

To build the extended model, we introduce u = {un}2Nn=1,
that contains all the vertical and horizontal gradients of x.
Each element un is a scalar variable that corresponds to a
pair of pixels (xi, xj) in x, i.e. un = [1,−1][xi, xj ]

T = xi −
xj and u = {xi − xj}(i,j)∈V . These auxiliary variables are
assigned a prior distribution fu(u|x) = δ(u − Dx), where
D is a 2N × N matrix used to compute the gradients of x,
and δ(·) denotes a product of Dirac delta functions, applied
element-wise to its (multivariate) input. In a similar fashion
to the partition introduced in (3), u can be partitioned as u =
{u1,u2,u3,u4}, such that

fu(u|x) =
4∏

k=1

fu(uk|x) = δ(uk −Dkx). (8)

Dk is a N/2 × N matrix to compute the image gradients
associated with the edges in Vk. Eq. (8) ensures that the
elements of uk correspond to the gradients of x in Vk.
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Combining fx(x|θ) in (3) and fu(u|x), the exact posterior
distribution in (7) is extended to

f
(
x,u|y,θ

)
∝ fy

(
y|Hx

) 4∏
k=1

[
ϕVk

(
x|θ
)
fu
(
uk|x

)]
. (9)

To enable scalable inference, a multivariate Gaussian
distribution Q(x,u)‡ is used to approximate f

(
x,u|y,θ

)
,

Q (x,u) ≈ f
(
x,u|y,θ

)
. (10)

Furthermore, the mean-field approximation framework [29],
[44] is applied to factorize Q (x,u) such that

Q (x,u) = Q (x)Q (u) . (11)

Q(x), Q(u) are also multivariate Gaussian distributions
defined as Q(x) = N (x;µ,Σ), Q(u) = N (u;m,C). By
enforcing the covariance matrices Σ, C to be diagonal, the
resulting EP posterior approximation scheme remains scalable
and numerically stable over iterations, as will be detailed in
Section III.

It is worth noting that the marginal distribution obtained
by integrating f(x,u|y, θθθ) over u is the original posterior
distribution f(x|y,θ) in (7). Thus, using the marginal
posterior approximation

∫
Q(x,u)du to infer x is equivalent

to approximating the original posterior f(x|y,θ). The
introduction of this extended model does not change the
EP posterior approximation Q(x). However, the EP posterior
approximation in (11) decouples the approximate distribution
of the image x from that of its gradients (encoded in u). Since
different structural constraints can be applied (independently)
to Q (x) and Q (u), it is possible to better capture the posterior
distribution of the image gradients, e.g. via Q (u) rather than
via Q (x). This in turn helps to improve the accuracy of ℓ1-
TV prior hyperparameter (if unknown) estimation, as will be
presented in Section IV.

III. PROPOSED EP METHODS WITH TV PRIORS

This section proposes a new EP method to find the two
Gaussian densities Q(x) and Q(u) in (11).

A. EP factorization

The proposed EP method first factorizes the extended exact
posterior f(x,u|y,θ) in (9) into a set of five factors, as
depicted in Fig. 2, and each factor is associated with an
approximating distribution by the following

q0(x)≈K0fy
(
y|Hx

)
,

qk (x)Q (uk)≈KkϕVk

(
x|θ
)
fu
(
uk|x

)
,∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},

where {Kk}4k=0 are constants and the approximating
distributions are Gaussian densities defined as

qk (x) = N (x;µk,Σk) , ∀k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4},
Q (uk) = N (uk;mk,Ck) , ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

‡To simplify the notation, Q(.) is used to represent multivariate Gaussian
distributions with respect to (w.r.t.) x, (x,u), or u in the remainder of this
paper.

 

Fig. 2: Factor graph used to perform EP approximation for the
extended exact posterior distribution in (9). The rectangle boxes
(resp. circles) represent the factor (resp. variables) nodes and EP
approximating distribution for each factor node is shown in green.

The global EP approximations Q(x) and Q(u) in (11) can
then be obtained by

Q (x) ∝ q0 (x)

4∏
k=1

qk (x) , Q (u) =

4∏
k=1

Q (uk) . (12)

To ensure that Σ and C are diagonal, {Σk}4k=0 and {Ck}4k=1

are forced to be diagonal (and positive definite) during the EP
updates, as will be discussed in subsection III-C.

B. KL divergence minimization

EP based on Gaussian approximations can be seen as a
sequential message passing algorithm which, at each iteration,
updates the means and covariance matrices of the five
approximating distributions in Fig. 2. More precisely, each
iteration consists of solving sequentially the following KL
divergence minimization problems

min
q0(x)

KL
(
fy
(
y|Hx

)
Q\0 (x) ||Q (x)

)
, (13a)

min
qk(x)Q(uk)

KL
(
ϕVk

(
x|θ
)
fu
(
uk|x

)
Q\k (x) ||Q (x)Q (uk)

)
,

(13b)

for k ≥ 1, where {Q\k(x)}4k=0 denotes the so-called cavity
distribution obtained by removing a Gaussian approximating
distribution from the global posterior approximation Q(x),
i.e. Q\k(x) ∝ Q(x)/qk(x) is the ratio of two Gaussian
densities (see [45, Appendix. 3]). The cavity distribution
is also a Gaussian distribution defined by Q\k(x) =
N (x;µ\k,Σ\k),∀k = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Moreover, note that
the covariance matrices {Σ\k}4k=0 are also diagonal by
construction.

The first arguments of the KL divergences in (13) are
called tilted distributions, and are formed by the product of
an exact factor to be approximated and the corresponding
cavity distributions. To ease notations, they are denoted by
Pk(x,uk),∀k ≥ 0 (although P0(x,uk) does not depend on
uk). The second arguments of the KL divergences are the
global EP approximations or one of its marginals. Since Q(x)
and Q(uk) are Gaussian densities with diagonal covariance
matrices, solving the problems in (13) reduces to matching
the marginal moments (means and marginal variances) of
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Pk(x,uk) and Q(x)Q(uk) (see [29, Chap. 10]). For instance,
to update the approximating distributions qk(x) and Q(uk),
∀k = {1, 2, 3, 4}, one can compute the marginal moments of
Pk(x,uk) w.r.t. x and uk. This provides directly the marginal
moments of Q(uk) and the updated moments of Q(x).
The updated parameters of qk(x) are then obtained using
qk(x) ∝ Q(x)/Q\k(x). Similarly, updating q0(x) simply
requires the computation of the marginal moments (w.r.t. x)
of P0(x,uk). The next section details the update of different
approximating distributions, including the computation of the
marginal moments of different tilted distributions.

C. Updating the approximating distributions
Update of q0(x): q0(x) is the minimizer of (13a), which

is used to approximate fy(y|Hx). The tilted distribution
P0(x) = fy(y|Hx)Q\0(x) is a multivariate Gaussian
distribution whose mean and covariance matrix can be
obtained in closed-form as follows

CP0 (x) =
[
ξ−1HTH+Σ−1

\0

]−1

,

EP0
[x] = CP0

(x)
[
ξ−1HTy +Σ−1

\0 µ\0

]
.

(14)

Computing EP0 [x] can be achieved efficiently by solving
the problem EP0

[xxx] = argmin
zzz

∥C−1
P0

(x)zzz − (ξ−1HTyyy +

Σ−1
\0 µµµ\0)∥22 using conjugate gradient methods [46], as

computing C−1
P0

(x) = ξ−1HTH + Σ−1
\0 is not costly given

that Σ\0 is diagonal by construction. Efficient computation
of CP0

(x) depends on the structures of HTH and Σ0. In
this work, Σ0 is constrained to be diagonal. This means that
only the diagonal elements of CP0

(x) need to be computed
during the update (see [47] for details). Let VP0

(x) ∈
RN×N be a diagonal (and positive definite) matrix such that
diag(VP0(x)) = diag(CP0(x)). When HTH is diagonal
(e.g. in image denoising problem), computing VP0

(x) is
trivial as it only requires the inversion of a diagonal matrix
to compute CP0

(x) and then extract diag(CP0
(x)). Note

that for image denoising with non-i.i.d. additive noise, the
diagonal (non-isotropic) covariance matrix in the likelihood
term can be easily integrated in (14), which extends the
applications of the proposed EP method beyond image
denoising with Gaussian i.i.d. noise. When HTH is low-
rank (e.g. in CS), the Woodbury matrix identity can be used
to compute CP0(x) and then extract diag(CP0(x)) to obtain
VP0(x). When HTH presents more general structure (e.g.
in image deconvolution problem), instead of applying the
costly inversion of ξ−1HTH + Σ−1

\0 to compute CP0
(x)

and then extracting diag(CP0
(x)), in this work, we directly

compute VP0(x) using a Monte Carlo sampling method, e.g.
the Rao-Blackwellized Monte Carlo (RBMC) method [48].
This strategy can also be used for large CS problems when
storing the full matrix CP0

(x) is challenging.
Once EP0

[x] and VP0
(x) are computed, the parameters of

q0(x) can be updated via

Σ0 =
[(
VP0

(x)
)−1 −Σ−1

\0

]−1

,

µ0 = Σ0

[(
Σ−1

0 +Σ−1
\0

)
EP0

[x]−Σ−1
\0 µ\0

]
.

(15)

Update of qk(x)Q(uk): the update of qk(x) and Q(uk)
requires computing the marginal moments of the tilted
distribution Pk(x,uk) = ϕVk

(x|θ)fu(uk|x)Q\k(x) w.r.t. x
and uk in (13b), ∀k = {1, 2, 3, 4}.

For the update of qk(x), the marginal distribution Pk(x) =∫
Pk(x,uk)duk is obtained by

Pk (x) =
∏

(i,j)∈Vk

Pk

(
xi, xj

)
=

∏
(i,j)∈Vk

ϕ
(
xi − xj ;θ

)
Q\k (xi)Q\k

(
xj

)
,

(16)

where Q\k(xi), Q\k(xj) are two univariate Gaussians
associated with Q\k(x) and defined as Q\k(xi) =
N (xi;mi, ci), Q\k(xj) = N (xj ;mj , cj).

Similarly, for the update of Q(uk), the marginal distribution
Pk(uk) =

∫
Pk(x,uk)dx is obtained by

Pk(uk) =
∏
n∈Vk

Pk (un) =
∏
n∈Vk

ϕ(un;θ)Q\k(un), (17)

using ϕ(un;θ) = ϕ(xi − xi;θ) and Q\k(un) = Q\k(xi −
xj) = N (un;mi −mj , ci + cj).

Computing the marginal moments (EPk
[x],VPk

(x)),
(EPk

[uk],VPk
(uk)) of Pk(x), Pk(uk) reduces to computing

the means and variances of a set of univariate distributions
Pk(xi, xj), Pk(un). The key here is to first compute the mean
and variance of Pk(un), and then use them to compute the
mean and variance of Pk(xi, xj) via a projection scheme [49,
Theorem 3.1]. Specifically, Pk(un) is a simple mixture of
two distributions, whose means and variances admit close-
form solutions, irrespective of the parametric forms of ϕ(.;θ)
in (4)-(6). The derivation of the closed-form expressions to
compute the means and variances of Pk(un), Pk(xi, xj) is
given in Appendix A. Note that if more exotic functions
were used for ϕ(·;θ), the moments of Pk(un) could still be
computed, e.g. via 1D numerical integration. Most importantly,
the N/2 marginal moments of uk in (17) and of x in (16)
can all be computed independently (i.e. in parallel) to obtain
(EPk

[uk],VPk
(uk)), (EPk

[x],VPk
(x)).

Once the marginal moments are computed, the parameters
of qk(x) are updated via

Σk =
[(
VPk

(x)
)−1 −Σ−1

\k

]−1

,

µk = Σk

{[
Σ−1

k +Σ−1
\k

]
EPk

[x]−Σ−1
\k µ\k

}
.

(18)

The parameters of Q(uk) are obtained by Ck = VPk
(uk),

mk = EPk
[uk]. Therefore, the update of qk(x)Q(uk), ∀k =

{1, 2, 3, 4}, is very efficient in practice.
As mentioned earlier, EP iterates by updating sequentially

q0(x) and {qk(x)Q(uk)}4k=1 until convergence. The final EP
posterior approximation Q(x) is obtained by

Σ =

Σ−1
0 +

4∑
k=1

Σ−1
k

−1

,

µ = Σ

Σ−1
0 µ0 +

4∑
k=1

Σ−1
k µk

 .

(19)
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Algorithm 1: Proposed EP method - θ is known
Input : observation y, degradation matrix H,

noise variance ξ, hyperparameter θ
Output: Q(x) ∝ N (x;µ,Σ)

1 initialization : µ0 = y, Σ0 = ξIN ,
{µk}k=1,2,3,4 = 0, {Σk}k=1,2,3,4 = 108IN

2 for t:=1 to StopRule do
3 Compute EP0

[x] and VP0
(x) as in (14).

4 Update Σ0 and µ0 using (15).
5 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (random order) do
6 Compute EPk

[(xi, xj)] and VPk
(xi, xj) as in

Appendix A for (i, j) ∈ Vk in parallel.
7 Update Σk and µk using (18).
8 end for
9 end for

10 Compute Σ and µ as in (19).

The first lines of (15) and (18) do not ensure that the updated
covariance matrices Σ0, Σk are strictly positive definite.
If negative variances are obtained, these values are usually
replaced by large positive values (e.g. 108) before computing
µ0 and µk [45], [50]. Algorithm 1 summarizes the pseudo-
code for the proposed EP method. In general, there is no
guarantee for the convergence of EP methods. A standard
damping strategy [45], [50] is used here to prevent potential
oscillations between successive iterations. In practice, if θ was
set reasonably to reflect the expected distribution (scale) of the
gradients of x, we did not experience convergence issues. Such
issues may arise if θ is set such that the resulting posterior
distribution f(x|y,θ) is extremely ill-conditioned.

Thanks to the auxiliary variables and the priors considered,
all EP updates admit closed-form solutions and enable efficient
parallel computation. Moreover, the mean and marginal
variance of auxiliary variable u can be further used to
estimate the hyperparameter λ of ℓ1-TV prior under an EP-EM
framework, as will be discussed in next section.

IV. UNSUPERVISED EP METHOD WITH ℓ1-TV PRIOR

In this section, we propose to embed the proposed EP
method using the ℓ1-TV prior within a larger inference
problem where the hyperparameter λ is unknown and needs
to be adjusted for the image of interest. We consider only this
prior as it has been shown in [51] that the normalizing constant
C(λ) in this case has a closed-form expression, leading to

f(x|λ) = 1

Dλ−N
exp

−λ
∑

(i,j)∈V

∣∣xi − xj

∣∣ , (20)

where D is a constant independent of λ. Although the ℓ1-TV
prior is not proper (i.e. D is infinite), the posterior distribution
using this prior is log-concave and usually proper. We do not
consider MoG2-TV and BG-TV priors in this section as the
associated constants C(θ) in those cases are intractable.

It has been shown in [52] that when the prior is
parameterized by a reduced number of hyperparameters (only
a scalar-valued λ here), estimating these hyperparameters

by maximum marginal likelihood estimation (MMLE) or
marginal maximum a posteriori (MMAP) estimation tends
to lead to better image estimates than estimating x and the
hyperparameters by joint MMSE estimation. Here, we present
a MMLE approach which aims at maximizing

f(y|λ) =
∫

fy
(
y|Hx

)
fx
(
x|λ
)
dx, (21)

i.e. the normalizing constant of the exact posterior in (7).
However, a similar approach could be used to maximize
f(λ|y), in particular if λ is assigned a conjugate prior [51].

Maximizing f(y|λ) can be achieved using an iterative
procedure based on EM, where the standard update rule at
iteration (t) is

λ(t) = argmax
λ

Ef(x|y,λ(t−1))

[
log f

(
x|y, λ

)]
, (22)

yielding the cost function F (t)(λ) to be maximized as

F (t)(λ) = N log λ−λEf(x|y,λ(t−1))

 ∑
(i,j)∈V

∣∣xi − xj

∣∣ . (23)

By zeroing its derivative w.r.t. λ, the estimate of λ at iteration
(t) is obtained by λ(t) = N/a0, with

a0 = Ef(x|y,λ(t−1))

 ∑
(i,j)∈V

∣∣xi − xj

∣∣ . (24)

When exact computation of a0 using expectation w.r.t. the
exact posterior f(x|y, λ(t−1)) is intractable, classical options
turn to stochastic approximations (such as stochastic EM
variants) or variational approximation (such as variational EM)
[53]. The latter option is adopted here, and the use of the
EP posterior approximation leads to an EP-PM algorithm.
Three options to approximate a0 in (24) are considered
by replacing directly the expectation w.r.t. f(x|y, λ(t−1)) to
another approximate distribution as follows:

•Option 1: ax = EQ(x|λ(t−1))

 ∑
(i,j)∈V

∣∣xi − xj

∣∣ , (25)

•Option 2: au = EQ(u|λ(t−1))
[
∥u∥1

]
, (26)

•Option 3: āu =

4∑
k=1

EPk(uk|λ(t−1))
[
∥uk∥1

]
. (27)

All the expectations in (25)-(27) can be computed analytically.
In practice, (27) performs better for hyperparameter estimation
and in turn for unsupervised image restoration than (25)
and (26), as illustrated via the image denoising examples
in Fig. 3. This is due to Q(x|λ(t−1)) in (25), which has a
diagonal covariance matrix that fails to capture the correlation
between adjacent pixels. Using

∑
(i,j)∈V

∣∣xi − xj

∣∣ = ∥u∥1,
(26) is a better alternative since Q(u|λ(t−1)) better captures
the posterior variances of the image gradients. Eq. (27)
computes the expectations w.r.t. the tilted distributions, which
are expected to be closer to the exact marginal distributions
of the gradients than their Gaussian approximations. Thus
(27) is adopted in our EP-EM method whose pseudo-code is
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10-3 10-2 10-1

102

103

(Oracle) Option 1:

Option 3:

Option 2:

Fig. 3: Impact of the strategy used to approximate a0 for a
denoising problem (256×256-pixel Cameraman image). The MSE
(see definition in Section V) is presented as a function of λ and ξ.
λ†(Oracle) is the oracle value of λ that minimizes the MSE and the
other markers represent the final EP-EM estimates for options 1-3.

Algorithm 2: Proposed EP-EM method - λ is unknown

Input : observation y, degradation matrix H, ξ, λ(0)

Output: Q(x) ∝ N (x;µ,Σ), λ
1 for t:=1 to StopRule do
2 Compute Q(t)(x|y, λ(t−1)) and

{P (t)
k (uk|λ(t−1))}4k=1 using Algorithm 1.

3 Compute āu as in (27).
4 Compute λ(t) = N/āu.
5 end for

presented in Algorithm 2. The method can be stopped after a
fixed number of iterations or when λ stabilises (within 10 to
20 iterations in our experiments, depending on the problems
considered). In practice, we observed that a faster version of
EP-EM can provide similar results at a lower cost. Instead of
running Algorithm 1 until convergence (line 2 of Algorithm
2), it can be run only for a few iterations (in Section V, we
used a single iteration). This generally allows us to reduce the
overall number of EP iterations and seems more robust if the
scale of λ(0) is set inappropriately.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed
methods for image denoising, non-blind deconvolution, and
CS reconstruction. The EP posterior mean µ is used as the
image estimate x̂, and the marginal variances in diag(Σ)
quantify the pixel-wise posterior uncertainty. The quality of
the restored images is assessed using the mean squared
error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) computed
between any estimated image x̂ and the corresponding ground
truth x, i.e.

MSE =
1

N
∥x− x̂∥22, PSNR = 10× log10

(
max2x
MSE

)
.

We will first consider the three gradient-based priors discussed
in Section III for image denoising to show the effectiveness
of the priors. In this context, the hyperparameters θ are set
using grid search to minimize the MSE, i.e.

θ†(Oracle) = argmin
θ

{
∥x− x̂(y,θ)∥22

}
,

where x̂(y,θ) is the EP-based image estimate. For
completeness, we will also consider (in Fig. 5) a second oracle
estimator of θ, where x̂(y,θ) will be the MAP estimate of x
based on the exact posterior distribution.

The damping parameter of EP is set to be 0.9 and it
has been observed in our experiments that EP converges
within 20 iterations. For EP-EM, unless otherwise stated,
the results presented are obtained with the fast alternative
with 20 EM iterations and a single EP loop per EP-EM
iteration. The pixel-wise uncertainty is then represented as a
2D image/map. The main methods used for comparison using
the ℓ1-TV prior are VB [54] and SK-ROCK [43], which can
be used to get approximate MMSE estimates and posterior
variances, assuming λ is known. Our EP-EM algorithm is
also compared to the empirical Bayes (EB) method from [52].
The two MCMC methods SK-ROCK and EB are considered
as references and for these two methods, the burn-in period
and chain length (after burn-in) are set to (2000; 105) samples
and (300; 1500) samples, respectively. Short chains are used
for EB as it is simply used for hyperparameter estimation.
While exact MAP estimation using the multimodal priors is
not easily achievable, for completeness, we will use SALSA
[55] for MAP estimation with the ℓ1-TV prior.

A. Image denoising

We first discuss the use of the three priors within
EP (Algorithm 1) for image denoising problems, i.e. with
H = IN . We also include EP-EM (Algorithm 2) to assess
its hyperparameter estimation performance. Experiments are
conducted using three widely used gray scale images scaled
in [0, 255] (I1: Cameraman 256×256 pixels, I2: Flinstones
512×512 pixels, and I3: Mandrill 512×512 pixels). Recall
that the main goal of the proposed EP methods is to
provide approximate MMSE estimates, together with pixel-
wise uncertainty quantification. Although there are many
state-of-the-art denoising methods based on neural networks,
trained denoisers, or MAP estimators, that could achieve
excellent denoising performance, these methods usually only
provide the point estimates of the denoised images, without
uncertainty quantification. For this reason, the comparison
between these methods and the proposed methods is not
considered. Instead, we compare with SK-ROCK and VB,
which provide (approximate) MMSE estimates and posterior
variances using the same ℓ1-TV prior.

The PSNRs obtained after denoising with hyperparameters
set to be θ†(Oracle) are reported in 3rd-5th columns of
Table I, for three noise variances. Note that for the three
prior models and images, θ†(Oracle) changes depending on
the noise variance, which highlights the need for automatic
hyperparameter setting. The two non-convex priors generally
present comparable performance (MoG2-TV is marginally
better in the high PSNR regime) and provide better PSNRs
than the ℓ1-TV prior. However, as mentioned before, automatic
tuning of the non-convex prior hyperparameters is more
challenging than when using the ℓ1-TV prior. The PSNRs
obtained using EP-EM with the ℓ1-TV prior are depicted in
the last column of Table I. Although not as good as EP
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Reference -TV
VB

PSNR: 22.69 dB

0

200

400

600

800

PSNR: 22.93 dB

EP (Oracle)
BG-TV

PSNR: 22.66 dB

EP (Oracle)
-TV

EP (Oracle)
MoG2-TV

PSNR: 22.91 dB
-TV

EP-EM

PSNR: 22.66 dB
-TV

SK-ROCK

PSNR: 21.58 dB

Fig. 4: Denoising results of I3 Mandrill image (ξ = 302) by EP with MoG2-TV, BG-TV, ℓ1-TV priors using oracle values of hyperparameter
(2nd-4th columns), and by EP-EM, SK-ROCK, VB with ℓ1-TV using λEP−EM (5th-7th columns).

ξ image
θ†(Oracle) λEP−EM

EP MoG2-TV EP BG-TV EP ℓ1-TV EP-EM ℓ1-TV
θ = (ω, s21, s

2
2) θ = (ω, s2) (θ = λ) (θ = λ)

102

I1
33.09 32.81 31.05 30.77

(0.20, 11, 3400) (0.85, 2800) (0.0320) (0.0377)

I2
31.58 31.39 30.62 30.43

(0.25, 11, 1700) (0.80, 1300) (0.0360) (0.0278)

I3
29.07 29.02 28.90 28.85

(0.25, 71, 3300) (0.85, 2100 ) (0.0310) (0.0263)

302

I1
27.09 26.94 25.55 25.27

(0.25, 11, 4000) (0.75, 5100) (0.0330) (0.0254)

I2
25.63 25.44 24.57 24.11

(0.25, 11, 4000) (0.75, 4000) (0.0270) (0.0195)

I3
22.91 22.93 22.66 22.66

(0.20, 1, 4000) (0.80, 4700) (0.0240) (0.0233)

502

I1
24.24 24.62 23.05 22.87

(0.25, 1, 4000) (0.75, 8000) (0.0260) (0.0213)

I2
22.35 22.75 21.94 21.65

(0.25, 11, 4000) (0.75, 8200) (0.0210) (0.0162)

I3
20.86 20.88 20.77 20.75

(0.20, 1, 4000) (0.80, 4900) (0.0230) (0.0213)

TABLE I: Image denoising: PSNR (dB) after denoising using the
proposed EP and EP-EM methods. The highest (resp. second highest)
PSNR values in each row are bold (resp. underlined). The values in
brackets are the values of the corresponding hyperparameter(s).

methods using θ†(Oracle), the PSNRs obtained by EP-EM
ℓ1-TV is comparable with EP ℓ1-TV using θ†(Oracle), and
the estimated hyperparameter θ = λ in last columns are close
to θ†(Oracle), illustrating the reliability of the proposed EP-
EM strategy.

Fig. 4 shows examples of denoising results for I3: Mandrill
image. The denoised images obtained by EP using the MoG2-
TV and BG-TV priors present better visual quality and
lower uncertainties in homogeneous regions than using the
ℓ1-TV prior. The UQ maps obtained with the non-convex
priors also present higher contrast between homogeneous
regions and object boundaries, mainly because these priors
penalise more strongly on intermediate gradients. In order
to verify the accuracy of UQ maps obtained using the ℓ1-
TV prior, EP-EM is compared with SK-ROCK and VB. For
fair comparisons, SK-ROCK and VB are run with the final
hyperparameter estimated via EP-EM, denoted by λEP-EM. The
images denoised by EP-EM and VB are visually similar and

present a slightly higher PSNR than the approximate MMSE
estimate obtained via SK-ROCK. Although SK-ROCK can
include a bias such that the image reported is not the true
MMSE estimate, it is more likely that this difference is mostly
due to the biases of EP and VB, which are beneficial here and
yield better PSNRs. When comparing the UQ maps obtained
by EP, VB, and SK-ROCK (using SK-ROCK as the reference),
we observe that EP tends to overestimate the uncertainties in
homogeneous regions and extend the high uncertainty regions
at object boundaries. VB tends to underestimate the marginal
variances, although they remain close to the SK-ROCK results.

These denoising results illustrate that the MoG2-TV and
BG-TV priors can provide better image estimates (when the
hyperparameters are correctly set) and we expect similar trends
for deconvolution and CS problems. However, hyperparameter
tuning by grid search can be computationally intensive and
automatic tuning is not straightforward for the two priors. For
these reasons, in the remaining experiments, we focus on the
ℓ1-TV prior, for which comparisons with existing MCMC and
VB methods are easier.

B. Non-blind image deconvolution

This subsection illustrates the performance of EP-EM
method using ℓ1-TV prior for image deconvolution. It is
also used to assess its ability to estimate the regularization
parameter. Sub-images (128×128, 164×164, 165×165 pixels)
of the three test images I1-I3 are used as references to keep the
computational cost of the competing methods relatively low.
The matrix H corresponds to a 9× 9 pixels uniform blurring
kernel. The observed images are generated with blurred signal-
to-noise-ratio (BSNR) of 15 dB, 25, dB and 35 dB (BSNR

= 10 log10[
1
Nξ

N∑
n=1

∥Hx−Hx∥2], where Hx represents the

mean value of Hx). The alternative hyperparameter estimation
methods include EB [52] and the hierarchical Bayes (HB)
method from [51], whose original implementations have been
modified to include the ℓ1-TV prior. We also consider SUGAR
[56] and the Morozov’s discrepancy principle (DP) method
[57] as the competing methods, as in [52].
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Fig. 5: MSE for different λ of ℓ1-TV prior estimated by different
methods. The values on x-y axis are presented on a log10 scale.

Fig. 5 first presents image MSEs obtained via MAP
estimation (blue curves) and EP-EM approximate MMSE
estimation (red curves), as a function of λ. We did not include
the MSE curves associated with ‘exact’ MMSE estimation,
which could be approached via SK-ROCK, as it would require
running too many Markov chains (the SK-ROCK parameters
would also need to be tuned over the range of λ considered).
For a given value of λ, the MSE of the MAP estimator
is generally lower than that of EP-EM and it is interesting
to observe that each of the blue and red curves does not
reach its minimum at the same λ. EB and EP-EM aim to
maximize the same marginal likelihood, thus λEP−EM and
λEB are expected to be close. This is confirmed in Fig. 5
where they are generally close, although λEP−EM can be
smaller than λEB. Moreover, λEP−EM and λEB are also close
to the oracle values that minimize the MSE using MAP or
approximate MMSE estimators. The main benefit of EP-EM
over EB is the computational cost since EP-EM does not
require high-dimensional Monte Carlo sampling. This makes
EP-EM particularly attractive for fast hyperparameter setting,
e.g. for subsequent use with MAP-based algorithm.

We now investigate the quality of the approximate MMSE
estimator and associated posterior marginal variances obtained
via EP-EM. Fig. 6 shows the deconvolved images and their
UQ maps by EP-EM, SK-ROCK, and VB, for BSNR = 35
dB. Here again, SK-ROCK and VB are run with λEP−EM.
Compared to the denoising experiment in Fig. 4, the three
methods provide closer PSNRs, which seem to indicate smaller
biases affecting the approximate MMSE estimates of EP-EM
and VB. Using SK-ROCK as the reference, the EP-EM bias
is smaller than that of VB, whose mean tends to shift toward
the mode of the posterior. The benefit of EP-EM over VB in

Observation(a)

5.5

6

6.5

7

EP-EM
PSNR: 23.95 dB

VB
PSNR: 24.34 dB

SK-ROCK
PSNR: 23.93 dB

(b) Observation

5.5

6

6.5

7

EP-EM
PSNR: 25.49 dB

SK-ROCK
PSNR: 25.48 dB

VB
PSNR: 25.84 dB

(c) Observation

5

6

7

EP-EM
PSNR: 22.97 dB

SK-ROCK
PSNR: 22.97 dB

VB
PSNR: 22.94 dB

PSNR: 17.00 dB

PSNR: 17.64dB

PSNR: 18.48 dB

Fig. 6: Comparison of deconvolution results obtained by EP-EM, SK-
ROCK, and VB, with ℓ1-TV prior using λEP−EM. The uncertainty
estimates in the UQ maps are presented on a logarithmic scale.

terms of UQ is more significant here, where EP-EM slightly
overestimates the marginal variances of SK-ROCK, while VB
drastically underestimates the scale of the marginal variances.

C. CS reconstruction

We now evaluate the performance of EP-EM for CS
reconstruction. Experiments are conducted on synthetic
observations generated using (1), where H ∈ RM×N is a (a)
Gaussian i.i.d. matrix with mean zero and variance 1/M , and
(b) 2D Hadamard matrix with M randomly and uniformly
selected patterns, ξ = 10−4. The reference x is the Shepp-
Logan phantom image of size 128×128 pixels with pixel
intensity in [0, 1].

Fig. 7 depicts reconstruction results of EP-EM, SK-ROCK,
and VB using the same λEP−EM when M/N = 0.3. In both
cases, EP-EM provides an estimate λEP−EM which effectively
regularizes the reconstruction problem. With λEP−EM, EP-EM
provides PSNRs closer to SK-ROCK than VB. While in (a)
the UQ maps of EP-EM and SK-ROCK are almost identical,
EP-EM underestimates, on average, the marginal uncertainties
in (b), using SK-ROCK as the reference. We believe this is due
to the long-range pixel dependencies induced by the Hadamard
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Fig. 7: Comparison of CS reconstruction results obtained by EP-
EM, SK-ROCK, and VB, with ℓ1-TV prior using λEP−EM. (a) H is
a Gaussian i.i.d. matrix with mean zero and variance 1/M . (b) H is
a subsampled 2D Hadamard matrix. The uncertainty estimates in the
UQ maps are presented on a logarithmic scale.

patterns, and this observation will be further discussed in the
conclusion of the paper. The marginal variances estimated by
VB are significantly larger in both cases.

D. Computational time

All the experiments in this paper were carried out using
MATLAB R2018b on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K CPU
@ 3.70GHz workstation. Table II reports the computational
time to obtain some of the results presented in Figs. 4, 6,
and 7. The top row shows that the complexity of EP does not
change significantly when changing the prior. While EP-EM
would take approximately T times longer than EP for T EM
iterations (with ℓ1-TV), its cheaper implementation, using a
single update of the approximating distribution, took only 1.8
seconds (when EP takes 1.7 seconds). The three bottom rows
compare computational time of EP, SK-ROCK, and VB, used
to estimate posterior means and marginal variances (using the
same λEP−EM). EP is slightly faster than VB because it does
not use large matrix multiplication during the approximation
of the prior, and the two variational methods are significantly
faster than the sampling method, which requires many samples
for accurate variance estimation. Note that SK-ROCK is less
expensive in the deconvolution case mostly because the sub-
routine used to compute proximity operators converges more
quickly. The fast implementation of EP-EM in these cases has
approximately the same cost as EP. If the estimation of λ
is the main objective, the cost of EP-EM is generally higher
than the competing method (unless HTH is diagonal), as EB
only requires a few iterations to estimate λ. However EP-EM
remains attractive as it allows joint estimation of the image

Fig. 4
EP MoG2-TV EP BG-TV EP ℓ1-TV
(512× 512) (512×512) (512× 512)

4 seconds 4 seconds 1.8 seconds

ℓ1-TV (128× 128)
EP SK-ROCK (λEP−EM) VB (λEP−EM)

Fig. 4 0.3 seconds 14.3 hours 25 seconds
Fig. 6 (a) 40 seconds 1 hour 42 seconds
Fig. 7 (a) 15.9 minutes 13 hours 23.5 minutes

TABLE II: CPU computational time.

and regularization parameter λ, using a single fast algorithm,
requiring minimum parameter tuning.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a series of new EP methods
with convex or non-convex gradient-based priors for scalable
image restoration. We also discussed how EP can be embedded
within more complex problems where additional problem
parameters are unknown and can be estimated with EM-
like procedures. We showed that the results are generally
more accurate than using the VB alternative, and close to the
MCMC-based alternatives (which are taken as the references),
at a fraction of the computational cost. In a denoising
context, we showed that our fast EP methods can be used for
rapid approximate MMSE estimation, together with marginal
variance estimation. The method can be very easily adapted to
Gaussian noise model with diagonal (non-isotropic) covariance
matrices. Thus, it makes it particularly attractive for use within
Plug-and-Play methods, beyond MAP-like denoisers.

The scalability of the proposed methods relies strongly on
the diagonal structure of the covariance matrix of the global
EP approximation. These constraints are well suited for most
problems considered in this paper, where the exact posterior
covariance matrix is close to diagonal. Indeed, the gradient-
based priors do not induce strong long-range dependencies, nor
does the matrix H if the noise level is sufficiently high. In such
cases, the EP approximation is particularly accurate. However,
the method is expected to fail if the posterior distribution
exhibits strong correlation structures. In such cases, less
restrictive covariance constraints should be considered, but
how to keep the resulting variational method scalable would
require further investigation.

APPENDIX A
CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSIONS TO COMPUTE THE MEANS

AND VARIANCES OF Pk(un) IN (17) AND Pk(xi, xj) IN (16)

A. Mean and variance of Pk(un)

When ϕ(·;θ) is characterized by the three image gradient-
based priors in (4), (5), (6), Pk(un) = ϕ(un;θ)Q\k(un) =
ϕ(un;θ)N (un;mi − mj , ci + cj) is a mixture of two
distributions. Let mn = mi −mj , cn = ci + cj . The weights
(πn,1, πn,2), means (mn,1,mn,2), and variances (cn,1, cn,2) of
each mixture distribution can be computed by the following
formulas:
ℓ1-TV prior: Pk(un) is a mixture of two Truncated

Gaussian distributions

Pk(un) = exp(−λ|un|)N (un;mn, cn),

= πn,1NR−(un;mn + λcn, cn) + πn,2NR+(un;mn − λcn, cn),

where NR−(un;mn+λcn, cn), NR+(un;mn−λcn, cn) denote
the Truncated Gaussian distributions with means mn + λcn,
mn − λcn and variance cn in the interval of un < 0 and
un ≥ 0. Let β = −mn+λcn√

cn
, α = −mn−λcn√

cn
, ρ(.) denotes

the standard normal density and Φ(.) denotes its CDF. The
normalising constant of Pk(un) is

Zn = Φ(β)eλmn+
λ2cn

2 +
[
1− Φ(α)

]
e−λmn+

λ2cn
2 .
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The weights of the two mixtures are computed by

πn,1 =
Φ(β)eλmn+

λ2cn
2

Zn
, πn,2 =

[1− Φ(α)]e−λmn+
λ2cn

2

Zn
.

The mean and variance of the truncated Gaussian when un < 0
are

mn,1 = mn + λcn −
√
cn

ρ(β)

Zn
,

cn,1 = cn

[
1− βρ(β)

Zn
−
(
ρ(β)

Zn

)2
]
.

The mean and variance of another truncated Gaussian when
un > 0 are

mn,2 = mn − λcn +
√
cn

ρ(α)

Zn
,

cn,2 = cn

[
1 +

αρ(α)

Zn
−
(
ρ(α)

Zn

)2
]
.

MoG2-TV prior: Pk(un) is a mixture of two Gaussian
distributions

Pk(un) = [ωN (un; 0, s
2
1) + (1− ω)N (un; 0, s

2
2)]N (un;mn, cn),

= πn,1N (un;mn,1, cn,1) + πn,2N (un;mn,2, cn,2),

where

πn,1 =
ωN (mn; 0, cn + s21)

ωN (mn; 0, cn + s21) + (1− ω)N (mn; 0, cn + s22)
,

πn,2 =
(1− ω)N (mn; 0, cn + s22)

ωN (mn; 0, cn + s21) + (1− ω)N (mn; 0, cn + s22)
,

mn,1 =
s21

cn + s21
mn, cn,1 =

cns
2
1

cn + s21
,

mn,2 =
s22

cn + s22
mn, cn,2 =

cns
2
2

cn + s22
.

BG-TV prior: Pk(un) is a Bernoulli-Gaussian mixture by
letting s22 in MoG2-TV prior tend to 0 such that

Pk(un) = [ωN (un; 0, s
2) + (1− ω)δ(un)]N (un;mn, cn),

= πn,1N (un;mn,1, cn,1) + πn,2N (un;mn,2, cn,2),

where

πn,1 =
ωN (mn; 0, cn + s2)

ωN (mn; 0, cn + s2) + (1− ω)N (mn; 0, cn)
,

πn,2 =
(1− ω)N (mn; 0, cn)

ωN (mn; 0, cn + s2) + (1− ω)N (mn; 0, cn)
,

mn,1 =
s2

cn + s2
mn, cn,1 =

cns
2

cn + s2
,

mn,2 = 0, cn,2 = 0.

Finally, the mean and variance of Pk(un) are obtained by

m̄n = πn,1mn,1 + πn,2mn,2,

c̄n = πn,1(m
2
n,1 + cn,1) + πn,2(m

2
n,2 + cn,2)− m̄2

n.

B. Mean and variance of Pk(xi, xj)

After computing m̄n, c̄n, the mean and variance of
Pk(xi, xj) can be efficiently computed by

EPk

[(
xi, xj

)]
=
(
mi,mj

)
+

m̄n −
(
mi −mj

)
ci + cj

(
ci,−cj

)
,

VPk

(
xi, xj

)
=
(
ci, cj

)
+

c̄n −
(
ci + cj

)(
ci + cj

)2 (
c2i , c

2
j

)
.
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